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Abstract
The objective of this research was to investigate vocational students’ perception on learning technical vocabularies through Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy. This research provides two research questions, In what ways Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy facilitates students in learning technical vocabulary? What are the constraints of the students in the learning of technical vocabulary using Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy? This research was using qualitative methodology and virtual classroom action research as a research design due to the pandemic of Covid-19. The participants of this research are grade 10th students of audio-video engineering from one of vocational high school in Karawang, West Java, Indonesia. A chosen audio-video engineering journal was distributed in order for the students to explored and selected new important words and added the information they got from it to the vocabulary self-collection strategy (VSS) chart. And also, semi-structured interviews have been completed to know their perception on vocabulary self-collection strategy during learning technical vocabulary using VSS (selecting and nominating new words). The result of this study showed that the vocabulary self-collection strategy had positive impacts on students’ vocabulary size, their ability to comprehend text, and the constraints that the students had during the VSS process.
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INTRODUCTION

Secondary school teachers reported that their students had no specialized or disciplinary vocabulary; as a result, they found it difficult to understand disciplinary textbooks and manuals in English (Widodo, 2015). Regarding preliminary research within the observation during teaching practicum in November-December of 2019, the researcher found that most students are hard and difficult to understand the lesson that is being delivered in the classroom. Vocational students still ignored the importance of English vocabulary size to their future careers. According to Keliat, Virginanita, Banna, & Aryanto (2013), while Indonesia was the largest labor contributor to ASEAN, the level of English competence of Indonesian labor is still below the expected standard. A study conducted by Education First (Valentina, J 2017) clarified that Indonesia was ranked 39th out of 80 countries with 52.15 scores of English skills, and this has an impact on the hiring process. This research describes a review of students’ perception of learning technical vocabularies using vocabulary self-collection strategy (VSS) and students’ perceptions of the use of technical journals for understanding disciplinary vocabulary in content-based EFL instruction.

VSS is one of the approaches that facilitate the use of context throughout vocabulary selection (Haggard, 1982). VSS is mainly used for format development in academic disciplines and is characterized as a “collaborative framework that offers practice in defining
key terms or words and using meaning to determine context” (Manzo, Manzo & Thomas, 2005, pp. 174-175). VSS has also been introduced to encourage students to create a list of selected words from the post-reading content to analyze and understand the selected words. It is used to encourage them to extend their prior knowledge of the chosen words or terms, deepen their comprehension of them, and inspire them to improve their knowledge of the words.

The approach not only introduces student word skills but also creates solutions to unlock keywords or terms in a text that will allow them to open up to content information. It contains the following steps: the selection of words, interpretation of chosen words, and finalization of the word list and extension of the knowledge of words (Wulansari, 2016). Martin (2002: 89-90) categorizes VSS in the following steps: Teachers introducing the purpose of VSS to students. Teachers demonstrate how important words can be selected and nominated from readings. Teachers will demonstrate how to use context and other resources to learn the meaning of words. Teachers write the word, the context in which the selected word used, the meaning of the selected word, and the reason for choosing the words on the vss chart paper. Teachers engage students in the vocabulary self-collection process. After students familiar with the strategy, teachers guide how to encourage the use of VSS during reading. Students in the small groups discuss the words that they want to dominate. And then the students write the words to the chart.

The development of vocabulary is essential for the effective use of second languages and takes a significant part in the development of comprehensive spoken and written texts (Laufer & Nation, 1999), (Maximo, 2000), (Read, 2000), (Gu, 2003), (Marion, 2008), and (Nation, 2011). Learning technical vocabulary is very beneficial to the students, particularly for second-language English students (Thornburry & Nakata, 2004; 2008). Based on the employers' perspective, according to Adawiyah and Bambang (2003), English is very important in terms of supporting their technical skills in their work. The key requirement for engineers is English language proficiency, from the scale of their participation in the professional settings to reach the desired position in their career path and international project. English language skills also provide a tremendous benefit for those willing to work outside their own country (Arkoudis et al. 2014, Cole & Tibby 2013, Knight & Yorke 2004).

The VSS offers the advantages of a more efficient teaching and learning process. The main advantages are that students can develop their learning skills, find the best way to recognize words from their readings, strengthen their vocabulary, and be consistent (Martin, 2002:88). Other advantages include an improvement in the student vocabulary list that is suitable for pre-and post-reading, which helps students assess the meaning of reading (Meiningsih, 2004).

VSS's primary benefits are that the students can keep their way of study, find the best way to identify the words from their readings, improve their vocabulary and be a word conscious (Martin, 2002:88). Using this strategy, the students will have a new vocabulary list that can help them use English. During VSS, students use their rationale in selecting new words in understanding certain words that they have already found. Teaching VSS is facilitated to help students finding new words in a way they are learning. Thus, VSS is a suit and good strategy for learners in discovering the new meaning of the word that use within the classroom as well as they are encounter unfamiliar and important words on their own. The process of VSS would make students interested in learning vocabulary because they select the words that they should learn.

Therefore, the present study examines the following questions: In what ways Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy facilitate students in learning technical vocabulary? What are the constraints of the students in the learning of technical vocabulary using Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy?
Research materials was prepared by finding the source that was distributed to the students to learn English using VSS, that the selected words were put into VSS chart. To collect the data, the researcher conducted the following procedures: (1) The researcher created Google Classroom classes and WhatsApp group to interact with the students during collecting the data; (2) After all of the students were in the group, the researcher explained how the activities would be worked and done; (3) Scaffolding or Pre-Stage: the first step taken before starting research was to explain to students about VSS and its purpose in the process of learning in class. By gave them a stimulus so that they were interested and curious. To choose words that were suitable and important to them, in what context it was used, and how to find the meaning of the word. Then the teacher gave an example to later be followed by students from the Audio-Video Engineering journal that already contained text about engineering, the workplace, or around academia that students need to know. Throughout the process, the teacher demonstrated how to use the strategy; (4) During stage or Small Group Discussion: the teacher instructed students to form groups of 5 people in one group, then look for 5 words per person if they found it was difficult and important to know, discussed it and then filled in the charts according to their respective parts (choice of words, which part of the word, what it means according to them, what they mean in the dictionary, and the reason for choosing the word). In this process, it was encouraged the students to determine the meaning and every part of the vss chart as best as they can; (5) Post-stage or present: After the students have finished the discussion and got as many as 25 words in one group, all members in the group were presented and explained the findings of their words and put them in the VSS chart. If needed, the researcher added more important words that have not been included yet; (6) The students submitted Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy chart and reflective journals to Google Classroom. After all the steps above were done, the researcher interviewed the students. The researcher applied a semi-structured interview to get the data.

The researcher conducted some following steps to collect the data about responses of students to the use of vocabulary self-collection strategies (VSS), such as Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy (VSS) chart of the students, reflective journals, and interviews. 1) VSS chart was used to see the students' process of selecting unfamiliar words and the reason why they chose it, in this part explained that the students have a lack of vocabulary. 2) Reflective journals of the students, reflective journals were obtained from students' diary about their experience during the English learning process of using VSS. VSS chart and reflective journal charts submitted to the Google Classroom by the students. 3) Semi-structured interview; interview was used to gained in-depth information on their vocabulary learning experience and vocabulary learning thoughts using VSS. The interview was done by interviewing the students via WhatsApp. Basically, this study is investigating the use of Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy to learn technical English vocabulary in online platform based on audio-video engineering students' perceptions. The platform that used is Google Classroom and WhatsApp.
Sample of the Current Study

This study was conducted in one of the vocational high school located in Karawang, West Java, Indonesia. The participants of this study contain students who are in the 10th grade majoring in audio-video engineering. They come from the age range of 16 to 17 years old. The participants have an average of English skills; vocabulary. They spoke in three languages: Indonesian, Sundanese, and Javanese. They have difficulties learning English because of the lack of vocabulary and the lack of interest to learn English. Language proficiency helps students to compete with others in either an academic field or a professional field.

Instruments

The researcher conducted some following steps to collect the data about responses of students to the use of vocabulary self-collection strategies (VSS), such as Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy (VSS) chart of the students, reflective journals, and interviews. 1) VSS chart was used to see the students' process of selecting unfamiliar words and the reason why they chose it, in this part explained that the students have a lack of vocabulary. 2) Reflective journals of the students, reflective journals were obtained from students' diary about their experience during the English learning process of using VSS. VSS chart and reflective journal charts submitted to the Google Classroom by the students. 3) Semi-structured interview; interview was used to gained in-depth information on their vocabulary learning experience and vocabulary learning thoughts using VSS. The interview was done by interviewing the students via WhatsApp. Basically, this study is investigating the use of Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy to learn technical English vocabulary in online platform based on audio-video engineering students' perceptions.

Data Analysis

To analyze the data from the reflective journals and interviews, the researcher used some steps which deal with the procedures/steps in analyzing qualitative. In analyzed the data, the researcher used six phases of thematic analysis provided by Braun & Clarke (2006).

The steps are explained as follows; (1) Familiarizing with the data: the researcher became familiar with the data (interviews and reflective journals) by reading and re-reading the data from students' reflective journals, assignments from Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy chart, and chat interview with the students; (2) Coding: this involved generating conceptual and systematic by removed or reduced unnecessary data from reflective journals of the students and interviews. The researcher was coded every data item and ended this phase by collated all their codes and relevant data extracts. The data were managed so that there were no data that are unclear and unimportant data were reduced; (3) Searching for themes: This 'searching' is an active process; themes were not hidden in the data waiting to be discovered by the researcher, rather the researcher constructs themes. The researcher was ended this phase by collated all the coded data relevant to each theme. From this step, the researcher found and divided three themes from all of the data (students' reflective journals and interviews) that have been collected; (4) Reviewing themes: The researcher reflected on whether the themes were relevant to each theme of data, and began to define the nature of each theme, and the relationship between the themes. All the data were reviewed to make sure when explaining it that the data were connected to each theme; (5) Defining and naming themes: it required the researcher to conduct and write a detailed analysis of each theme by identified the 'essence' of each theme and constructed a concise, punchy, and informative name for each theme. In this process, all of the data that has been constructed through themes were added names to each of the themes to define the themes.
Writing up: Writing-up involved weaving together the analytic narrative and (vivid) data extracts to tell the reader a coherent and persuasive story about the data, and contextual it concerning existed literature. The data that already has been completed then they were reported and explained in detail and in-depth explanation, providing the shreds of evidence to support the report of the research.

RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Research Findings

Three main themes were identified from students' reflective journals and interviews: (1) Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy helps students to comprehend text. (2) Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy helps students to increase new vocabulary size and (3) Constraints of the students during the process of Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy.

Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy helps students to comprehend text

The students' responses and perceptions during the process of VSS were very positive when they studied the assignment they were gaining many advantages in using this strategy, one of them was in the way they comprehend the meaning of a text through the new words. This enables students to learn new vocabulary depending on individual experiences and world awareness (Martin, Martin, & Ying, 2002, p. 34). This strategy was very useful, helpful, and valuable to be applied by the teachers for learning and teaching English to the students, especially with the specialized field. All of the students agreed and claimed the same argument which is good and it should be used more in learning English. This explanation from the students will be pointed out as student's Vignette 1 and 2.

Student's Vignette 1

VSS helped me in understanding new words that I had never learned in school and I have never seen in textbooks. The process of selecting new words and their meaning helped me and made me a little bit easier to comprehend a text and to be applied English in education, communication, or even in my specialization.

Student's Vignette 2

Through the process of selecting the words, the VSS helped me became familiar with the words. The words I found were important to know as an engineer and I'm sure it will be valuable for me and my classmates. This can be done in learning individually or in a group.

From the vignettes of the students, it indicates that Vocabulary Self-collection strategy is a suitable strategy that can be used by the teachers in teaching English as the students find some new words that they believe were important for them and for their classmates to know it. They also reported that during this process, they felt the positive impacts. Students were exposed to found new words by themselves that made them familiar with words and they could use it in any other areas that have the same context. This strategy could be work in individuals and in groups that made the students feel enjoy and interest more to learn English.

Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy helps students increase new vocabulary

Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy provided another advantage of learning English by using it. This strategy did not only help students to comprehend new vocabulary but also increased their vocabulary list as the students were familiar with the words that they already found in the previous meeting they were submitted to Google Classroom. Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy made them independent and active in finding new important words and they will be familiar with the words that they have already found. This was such a good move for them to learn and master English skills when they applied in the workplace, education, or any other purposes. There are several cognitive processes involved in reading comprehension, good vocabulary skills are provided to facilitate learners to read competently (Taylor et al. 2009). The students' comments about this idea is presented in the following Vignette 3 and 4.
Student’s Vignette 3
When I was searching for the new words and its meaning, VSS made me remember or memorize the meaning of it as I searched it. This will make me familiar if I see and hear the words in a text or spoken. i.e: video auxiliary data, multicasting, video sequence, etc. I learned the words naturally when I did not know the words before.

Student’s Vignette 4
Through VSS, I learned about the confidence for myself as I searched the words based on what I think it was important to know, and I gained a lot of new words that I did not know and I did not understand before. But as I searched for new words, I became aware of any words that I had just learned in sources like texts or spoken.

From these evidences, it showed that the Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy provided the students with a good opportunity in students’ learning outcomes that is increasing the vocabulary list of the students. The more often the activities are performed by searching or selecting for new words as many as possible, the more important words were gained to be used in different fields. And it also could be used to give students the opportunities to demonstrate their knowledge. Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy also could use their knowledge to maximize the progress of their vocabulary list.

Constraints of the students during the process of learning technical vocabularies
During the process of this strategy, most of the students have had constraints in searching the meaning of the words and lots of time-consuming in finding it. They had no idea what the words mean and that was the first time they saw the words because in school or English subject they were never learned about that vocabulary to them before as they explained in a reflective journal; when I was searching the words, I did not understand at all because I never taught about it in school and for that, I had a hard time in understanding the meaning. This is why students should learn from their more qualified peers and their teachers as a more professional person (Vygotsky’s 1978, p. 86). This is the right time for them to learn new vocabulary that is related to their specialized field to use it for any purposes. The students mentioned this challenging activity explained below:

Student’s Vignette 5
When I was selecting and nominating the words, I did not understand at all. So I had a difficult time finding the meaning because I’m not good at English and I can’t understand the words but I tried to search the meaning in online and offline dictionaries.

Student’s Vignette 6
Through the process of VSS, I found some words that were difficult for me also there were words that I did not understand. When I was searching for meaning, I did not understand it and I was confused when it was already translated into Indonesian. The words were new for me, I never saw it before so that’s the reason why I was confused about it.

Student’s Vignette 7
During searching and nominating new words was a very difficult thing for me, because I just knew the words when I study it and I’ve done it so confused in a way of how the words should be placed in using it and how to apply it when we will be using it in a different context. Fortunately, I used online dictionaries to translate it from English into Indonesian.

Student’s Vignette 8
When I was learning specialized vocabulary through VSS, I felt the difficulty in finding the meaning of the words. It indeed allowed me to explore the words independently but I found a lot of words that I did not understand. For me, the words on the text were the new ones and a lot of words that I was never found in school textbooks before.

Student’s Vignette 9
During the process of selecting the words, I did not understand all the words in the text that has been given. There were a lot of new words I just found that I never learned during teaching and learning in class or even in textbooks. Besides, I had a difficult time when I searched the meaning and I’m not good at English.

The constraints faced by the students based on the process of translating English words into Indonesian were when they read the text there were so many words they did not know it
goes the same in searching for the meaning in the dictionary, many unrecognized words were found by students. The reason why there were so many unrecognized words for them was because of the lack of vocabulary list that they have. Due to so many unfamiliar words, the student found it difficult to read and understand the texts. And it also took lots of time-consuming when the words that they have already translated into Indonesian are very confusing. They should make sure the right meaning of the words by searching or translating it in Google or asking their friends and their teacher.

According to Lerner (2000), learners with a rich knowledge of reading prefer to read more and enhancing their skills compared to those with bad reading experience. The more they read, the more they get used to the words.

Discussion

The discussion focused on the findings of the two proposed research questions. The discussion are: (1) In what ways Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy facilitate students in learning technical vocabulary? (2) What are the constraints of the students in the learning of technical vocabulary using Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy?

Ways that facilitate students in learning technical vocabulary through Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy

Teaching words is a vital element of learning a language as languages are word-based (Thornbury, 2002). Learning English using Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy facilitates students in so many advantages that help students to comprehend new words that they have never learned before and helps students to get a new vocabulary list. Since the more frequently students searching for new words or reading texts that are important to them and the more they have learned a lot, the more vocabulary it makes their comprehension in reading that is relevant to their context increasingly, they will also become a good reader in understanding the meaning in detail. They have gotten benefit from learning words or making a connection for a better understanding of new words. Shiotsu and Weir (2007) reported that the level of linguistic comprehension of the learner plays a role in their understanding of reading materials. So, when they use this strategy, they can quickly get a new vocabulary that will be useful for them. And if they get a new vocabulary, their English skills will be improved. In the future, this has a positive impact on the students.

Richards and Renandya (2002) have noted the importance of vocabulary, suggesting that vocabulary plays a crucial role in the learning of a foreign language and in language skills that can influence how well learners speak, listen, read and write. Calderon et al. (2005) with English-language learners have shown that, in addition to teaching vocabulary before reading, their discourse on the text after reading leads to the development of students' vocabulary. This affected students in their enthusiasm and eagerness to learn vocabulary, as well as their ability to comprehend a text. Their background knowledge, associated with the new materials since they were used to them, often enhances their critical thinking skills. According to J. D. Salinger (2006), VSS helps students learn how to use meaning to decide what is meant by words. It also helps students to learn how to make choices relevant to the value of concepts.

What are the constraints of the students in the learning of technical vocabulary using Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy?

The constraints that are experienced by students when using this strategy were the process of searching the meaning of the words and lots of time-consuming just as already explained in findings. When they were selecting for new words, most of them had problems in understanding the word in their native language, Indonesian, and when they had already translated the words that are unfamiliar for them, it made them confused about the meaning. But this was only the initial case because they won't experience obstacles like this when they
are used to it. Students experience difficulties in reading English texts, inadequate awareness of vocabulary has been described as one of the main problems (Gunning, 2002). Harmon and Hedrick (2005) say that struggling readers learn vocabulary when teachers "promote independent learning by allowing students to study self-selecting words" (p. 275). Cain and Oakhill (2011) found that reading influences the improvement of vocabulary since the vocabulary skills of learners who do not read regularly are affected negatively.

To overcome the constraints of this activity, efforts are needed to improve the ability of students to acquire vocabulary, as well as the ability of students to learn English. The only effort that can be made is to enhance the quality of learning through the implementation of effective learning strategies. Learning techniques are correct if a strategy that focuses on students and the Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy is a suitable strategy for them. The research has a purpose that is to know the students' perceptions of learning technical vocabularies through Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy.

Briefly, the Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy aims to draw students' attention and interest in learning English, to make students collected and gained new vocabulary, and to understand keywords in reading, and the ability to comprehend in reading a text. There have been several attempts in the building of the students' vocabulary list to make them interested and attract their attention. They have been provided with an appropriate source, which is a journal that related to their specialization in their vocational high school; Audio-Video Engineering.

Throughout the process of collecting the words, students had an individual involvement and engagement in word acquisition, they are expected to develop and acquire new vocabulary by reading the journal. By their involvement and demand in the world learning experience, the VSS allows students to play an active role in the collection of words, to continually active search for meaning on their own, and then to retain words for a longer period.

Each student was given the Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy before the start of the learning process. On the chart, students put new collected words and other information obtained from a journal that was previously given and then fill it in the chart. They had to collect unfamiliar and important words and list them to the chart such as the reason for selecting the words, students' definition, and dictionary/corpus dictionary's definition. This activity encouraged the students to be more active and independent in collecting words.

Besides, from the perceptions of the students about learning technical vocabulary through Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy showed that there was significant information from using this strategy. The VSS was able to retrieve students' motivation in learning vocabulary and was encouraged and interested in learning words through the VSS. When they have finished doing this activity, students received many benefits from using the Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy (VSS). It caught their attention and made them curious, stimulates students, made them interested, and they can demonstrate the new vocabulary they have learned. More importantly, they can comprehend the text after they have got a new vocabulary.

In addition, the result of this research showed that it has positive and valuable impacts such as constructed the students to become active and independent learners, encouraged them in learning English, and increased their vocabulary list in understanding new words in learning technical vocabulary using VSS as same as previous research that also have positive results for students. Secondary school teachers reported that their students had no specialized or disciplinary vocabulary; as a result, they found it difficult to understand disciplinary textbooks and manuals in English (Widodo, 2015).
In using this strategy, students got advantages that they can develop their learning skills, find the best way to recognize words from their readings, strengthen their vocabulary, and be consistent (Martin, 2002:88).

CONCLUSION

The research was about to know the perceptions of vocational students on learning technical vocabularies through Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy (VSS). From the research, the researcher received information about Vocabulary Self-Collection Strategy that facilitate in students' learning process and the constraints that the students have during learning technical vocabulary using this strategy. Learning vocabulary is one of the most frequently debated aspects of learning English as a foreign language as it is something different and new from the native language of a student, if a word is selected as an interesting and important word to know and to use, it can be translated into the native language of students who are studying English. Learning vocabulary can be difficult as many teachers do not have confidence in the best practice in vocabulary teaching and often do not know where to begin to develop the educational importance in word learning.

To meet this matter and target, the teacher should prepare and identify the appropriate strategy to be implemented in the teaching and learning process. The teaching of Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy (VSS) will be obtained satisfying results for both teachers and students. The strategy involved some acts, notably generating attention and interest among students, collecting and discovering key vocabulary contained in the text, establishing a connection between key vocabulary and text material, and comprehending the text as a whole. This strategy also supposed to learn in groups so the students can share their ideas and thinking with their friends, group activity makes the students more confident and enthusiastic.

Vocabulary Self-collection Strategy (VSS) chart is a media to define and collect the information and key vocabularies that can help them in comprehending the text that has already given to the students. This strategy not only helps students become more interested, actively, and independently in learning words, but also helps them increase their vocabulary list and improve their cognitive ability to learn words. The VSS leads to better comprehension and production words and influences the students' learning experience in English. In this section, the author(s) should give his/her comprise statement regarding the major findings and implications of the study, but not the whole study. It is not suggested to bring any new information in the conclusion.
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